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Abstract— Stringent performance criteria often required in
many smart material applications neccessitates the need for
robust control designs. Moderate to large field inputs typically
introduce nonlinear, hysteretic constitutive behavior which de-
grades performance when linear control theory is implemented.
In this paper, a hybrid nonlinear optimal control design is
numerically implemented on a Terfenol-D magnetostrictive
actuator to track a reference trajectory in operating regimes
where nonlinear, hysteretic constitutive behavior is present. The
control design incorporates perturbation feedback around an
optimal open loop trajectory. The optimal open loop trajectory
is computed off-line using a homogenized energy model to
predict nonlinear and hysteretic constitutive behavior. The per-
turbation feedback is implemented using classic Proportional-
Integral (PI) control to improve robustness to operating un-
certainties. The hybrid nonlinear control design is compared to
classic PI control to illustrate when improvements are achieved.

I. INTRODUCTION

Smart materials such as piezoelectric, magnetostrictive
and shape memory alloys deform when exposed to electric,
magnetic or thermal inputs, respectively. The field-coupled
material behavior offers several advantages over conventional
actuating devices including compactness, reduced device
complexity, and broadband capabilities. For example, mag-
netostrictive materials such as Terfenol-D are often used
for machining operations and vibration attenuation [1], [2].
Although these materials offer a design alternative for high
performance tracking and vibration attenuation, achieving
a desired performance specification typically requires the
development of control strategies that accurately account for
field-coupled material behavior. Many active materials ex-
hibit nonlinearities and hysteresis at field levels required for
emerging applications. This constitutive behavior may result
in instabilities due to a phase lag between the input field
and actuator displacement. The introduction of nonlinear,
hysteretic constitutive behavior within the control design can
improve performance by minimizing the amount of feedback
required to compensate for unmodeled dynamics.

Nonlinear and hysteretic model-based control designs have
received considerable attention in areas relative to adaptive,
classical and optimal control [3], [4], [5], [6]. The constitu-
tive behavior is often addressed by implementing Preisach
operators [6] or domain wall models [7]. These models have
certain disadvantages. Preisach models require a significant
number of non-physical parameters to model minor loop hys-
teresis. Domain wall models avoid this issue by incorporating
energetics at the domain length scale to predict macroscopic
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material behavior, but extensive modifications are required
to guarantee closure of minor loops typically observed when
rate dependent hysteresis is negligible.

In this paper, a model-based optimal control design is de-
veloped to accurately track a reference displacement using a
Terfenol-D actuator. The control design uses a homogenized
model which overcomes several of the previously mentioned
deficiencies. The constitutive model is first summarized and
used to construct a structural model for implementation in
the optimal nonlinear control design. Classical PI control is
briefly summarized and compared to the hybrid nonlinear
optimal control design with PI perturbation feedback. Nu-
merical examples illustrating advantages and disadvantages
between the classic PI control and hybrid nonlinear optimal
control design are given.

II. MAGNETIC ACTUATOR MODEL

The magnetic actuator model is constructed using a ho-
mogenized energy model which is incorporated into the PDE
formulation of the magneto-elastic rod-type actuator. The
PDE model is discretized in time and space using the central
difference approximation and finite elements, respectively.

A. Homogenized Energy Model

The magnetostrictive constitutive behavior implemented
within the control design incorporates a homogenization
technique to address local material mechanisms associated
with nonlinearities and hysteresis [8], [9]. The physical
actuator is under uniaxial loading; therefore the fields and
material coefficients have been reduced to scalar coeffi-
cients or distributed variables in the loading direction. The
macroscopic magnetization is determined from a stochastic
homogenization of the mesoscopic length scale material
parameters (e.g., grain or domain length scale). As detailed
in [8], the local field behavior is given by���������
	��	������������

(1)

where the local magnetization is denoted by
�

, the applied
magnetic field is defined by

	
, and

���
is the magnetic

susceptibility. The variable
��

denotes the magnitude of
the local magnetization variant and

�����
for local variants

aligned in the positive direction and
�������

for local
variants aligned in the negative direction. The variable

	 �
represents local variations in the applied field due to material
inhomogeneities.

Local material inhomogeneities can originate from a va-
riety of sources including mismatch in grain orientation,
pinning sites along domain walls, and inhomogeneities in
composition. As detailed in [8], stochastic homogenization



is used to incorporate material and field nonhomogeneities
which yields the macroscopic model �!�"	#�%$&�(')�*� +-,. +�,/ ,10 �"	�2�34	����576 �8�9	:�	 �<; 	 2 3>=<�%?��(')�)@A	 � @A	 2 (2)

where
	 2

represents the coercive field,
=

represents the
initial distribution of the local magnetization variants, and0 �"	 2 34	 � � denotes the distribution of coercive and interac-
tion fields. Although general densities can be fit to experi-
mental results to improve model predictions, here we use the
parameter relation0 �
	 2 3>	 � �-��B�CED /  F GIHKJ�L)M JNLPO
M4Q 2 $SR D / J RT M4Q4U R (3)

to reduce the number of parameters [8] . Here
	V2

is
the average coercive field,

B
quantifies the coercive field

variability, W is the variance of the interaction field, and
BIC

is a scaling parameter. Model comparison to experimental
results can be found in [8], [10].

The constitutive law describing the uniaxial stress isX �ZY �\[ �B^]\_[ �a` C �"�b�V� . �c�V` Q �"�b�V� . � Q (4)

where
Y �

is the elastic modulus at constant magnetization,
[

is the linear strain component,
B ]

is the Kelvin-Voigt damp-
ing,

_[
is the strain rate,

` C
is the piezomagnetic coefficient

and
` Q is the magnetostrictive coefficient. Again,

�
is the

total magnetization given by (2) while
� . includes effects

from a permanent magnet and the initial magnetized state of
the material.

A simulation of minor loop hysteresis is illustrated in
Figure 1 for the case of zero applied stress. The material
parameters associated with the homogenized energy model
are given in Table I.
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Fig. 1. MINOR LOOP HYSTERESIS PREDICTED BY THE HOMOGE-
NIZED ENERGY MODEL. MODEL PARAMETERS GIVEN IN TABLE I
ARE REPRESENTATIVE OF A TERFENOL-D MAGNETOSTRICTIVE
TRANSDUCER.

TABLE I
PARAMETERS EMPLOYED IN THE HOMOGENIZED ENERGY MODEL.

Local Material Parameters Macroscopic Parametersdfehgjilk mon�p)q�rts�uwvExzy�v {}|Zg�~E�-�c���d�g�q�k ~Em d>�\g�~�k �������4x4u�v� g�p)m��lycx4u ��ehg�pEk �-��xzy�u� | g#pEk � � v g�pcn�p)q r&� �}xzy v����g\�Eq��ly�x4u ��g�m�p�u�u��� g�pEk �c�lycx4u u1g#p)mc�����g�� � y\g�~E�cu�u v
The stress quantified by (4) includes linear stress-strain be-

havior as well as nonlinear and hysteretic dependence on the
magnetic field. It does not incorporate spatial dependence.
This is developed in the following section in the context of
the actuator model.

B. Structural Model

The transducer used in the control design primarily con-
sists of the Terfenol-D rod, a surrounding wound wire
solenoid, a compression bolt/spring washer assembly, and a
permanent magnet as depicted in Figure 2. A current is sup-
plied to the wound wire solenoid which produces a magnetic
field in the Terfenol-D rod. Magnetic flux, magnetization and
strains are induced by the magnetic field. The compression
bolt/spring washer assembly prestresses the Terfenol-D rod
to avoid tensile loads during operation and increase actuator
displacement [11]. The permanent magnet serves to bias the
magnetization in the Terfonol-D rod to produce uniform flux
patterns in the rod and bi-directional strains from a time-
varying magnetic field input with zero DC offset.

A model of the transducer depicted in Figure 2 is de-
veloped for control implementation by incorporating the
constitutive relations given by (2) and (4) to quantify actuator
forces and displacements when a magnetic field is applied
to the transducer. The PDE model is first given and then
formulated as an ODE using a finite element discretization.
A damped oscillator is used to model boundary conditions
at the end of the actuator to represent a general structure or
device being actuated. The structural model is illustrated in
Figure 3.
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Fig. 2. MAGNETIC TRANSDUCER DESIGN USED IN DEVELOPING
THE STRUCTURAL MODEL.
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Fig. 3. SCHEMATIC USED WHEN CONSTRUCTUING A DIS-
TRIBUTED MODEL FOR THE MAGNETIC TRANSDUCER. DISTUR-
BANCE FORCES ALONG THE ACTUATOR ARE DENOTED BY ¦ §
AND THE CONTROL INPUT IS ¨t©Sª
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A balance of forces for the structural model is given by
the following relation [12],¬&j® Q^¯® ' Q � ®7°®²± (5)

where the mass density of the magnetostrictive actuator is
given by ¬ , the cross-section area is  and the displacement
is denoted by

¯
. The total force ° acting on the actuator is,

° �('E3 ± ����Y �  ® ¯®²± �B ]  ® Q^¯®²±²® ' �³�´¶µf·t�
	��h��³c¸ (6)

where the elastic force is given by the first term on the
right hand side of the equation and a Kelvin-Voigt damping
force is given by the second term. The linear elastic strain
component is defined by

[ �º¹�»¹½¼ . External disturbances are
given by

³c¸
and the magnetic coupling force

³c´¶µf·
represents

forces generated by applied magnetic field where³ ´NµE· �"	#�-�  6 ` C �"�!�"	#����� . �h�` Q �9�!�
	#�c��� . � Q $
(7)

and
�!�"	#�

is given by (2). Following Figure 3, the boundary
conditions are defined by a zero displacement at ± �Z¾ and
the balance of forces at ± ��¿ gives

° �('E3>¿o���À��ÁAÂ ¯ �('E34¿}�½�ÃB^Â ® ¯® ' �('E3>¿o�½����Â ® QE¯®²±Ä® ' �
'E3>¿}�^Å (8)

The initial conditions are
¯ �"¾ 3 ± �}��¾ and

¹�»¹�¼ �"¾ 3 ± ����¾ .
The PDE model (5) can be written in weak form and

spatially discretized using finite elements to obtain an ODE
system of equations. Details of the technique are given by
Dapino et al. [12]. This yields the following set of equations
in matrix formÆ�ÇÈ �É _È �Ê È �Ë³ ´NµE· �"	#�zÌ���Í9Î

(9)

where the matrices
ÆÐÏÒÑ ��Ó �

,
ÉÔÏÒÑ ��ÓÕ�

and
ÊÖÏÑ ��Ó �

denote mass, damping and stiffness matrices, respec-
tively. The nodal displacements are denoted by È Ï�Ñ �

and
the vectors

Ì}34Í Î ÏaÑ �
includes the basis functions related

to the control input and disturbance loads, respectively. The
number of finite elements is defined by

�
.

Equation (9) can be written in terms of a set of first order
equations for developing the control law. This gives rise to

_± �(')�-�  ± �
')���  × �(ØÙ�%$z�(')�h�Ú��(')� (10)

where ± �
')�Û�  È 3oÜÈ $ÞÝ should not be misinterpreted as the
coordinate ± . The matrix  includes the mass, damping and
stiffness properties of the system given by (9) and

 × �(ØÙ�%$z�(')�
includes the nonlinear input defined by the magnetic force
given by (7). The control input

Øc�(')�-��	��(')�
is defined as the

magnetic field which relates the magnetization in (7) to the
magnetic field through the use of the constitutive law given
by (2). External disturbances are denoted by

Ú��
')�
. Equation

(10) is used in the following sections to develop the control
law.

III. CONTROL DESIGN

First the general tracking problem is briefly summarized
to provide relations used in developing the nonlinear optimal
tracking control law. The output to (10) is a linear combina-
tion of the states ß �
')�-�Zà ± �(')� (11)

where it is assumed that only displacement at the end of the
transducer can be measured. The cost functionalá � �â �9à ± �
')ãä����åt�(')ã&�>� Ý�æ �"à ± �
')ã&���aåt�
')ãä�>�� +�ç"èç(é 6 	��VêÄÝ}�
')�7_± �(')�z?w@A' (12)

penalizes the measurable state and the control input.
æ

pe-
nalizes large terminal values on the observable state,

åt�(' ã �
is

the reference signal at the final time
' ã

,
	

is the Hamiltonian,
and

êh�
')�
is a set of Lagrange multipliers.

The Hamiltonian is	 � �â  D&�(')� Ý�ë D&�
')����Ø Ý �
')�Pì�Ø��
')�%$�wêÄÝ   ± �
')���  × �(ØÙ�%$z�(')�h�Ú��(')�z$ (13)

where the error is
Dä�
')�-�Zà ± �(')�c�aåt�(')� , the reference signal

is
åt�(')�

and penalities on the observable state and inputs are
provided by the variables

ë
and

ì
, respectively.

To determine the optimal input, the minumum of (12)
must be determined subject to the constraint (10). An uncon-
strained optimization problem is developed by introducing
the costate system [13], [14],_ê��(')���í�  Ý êh�
')�c��à Ý�ë à ± �(')�h�îà Ýcë åt�(')�EÅ (14)

The nonlinear optimal input control is determined from
the stationary condition on the Hamiltonian which results in
the following relation,Øc�(')�-�í��ì / C�ï ® × �(ØÙ�® Øñð Ý ê��(')�^Å (15)

The boundary conditions



± �(' . �-� ± .ê��(' ã ���Zà Ý æ �9à ± �(' ã �c�aåt�(' ã �)� (16)

are applied to the state at the initial time and the final time
on the costate.

These equations result in a two-point boundary value prob-
lem that are in general challenging to solve. In this section,
we summarize a technique for solving (16). By introducing
the constitutive behavior directly into the optimality system,
improved control authority is achieved when nonlinearity and
hysteresis is present.

A. Nonlinear Optimal Tracking Control

The methodology follows a previous approach for active
vibration attenuation of beams and plates [15], [16]. Key
equations illustrating modifications needed to track a refer-
ence signal are presented.

In the nonlinear model, the force determined from (7)
is included in the input operator

 × �(ØÙ�%$z�(')�
. This yields the

following optimality systemò _± �
')�_ê��(')�ôó � ò  ± �
')���  × �(ØÙ�%$z�(')�h�Ú��(')��  Ý ê��(')�-�Và Ý ë à ± �
')���îà Ý ë åt�
')� ó± �
' . �-� ± .ê��(')ã&�-�ZàwÝ æ �"à ± �
')ã&�c��åt�
')ãä�>�ÙÅ
(17)

To determine a solution to (17), we first reformulate it as
the system _õ �(')�-�Z³��('E3 õ �ö . õ �(' . �-�  ± . 3>¾�$ Ýö�ã õ �(')ãA���  ¾ 34¾I$ Ý (18)

where õ �  ± �
')�E34ê��(')�z$ÞÝ and³��('E3 õ �-� ò  ± �
')���  × �(ØÙ�%$z�(')�h�Ú��(')��  Ý�ê��(')�-�VàwÝ ë à ± �
')���îàwÝ ë åt�
')� óö . � òô÷ ¾¾ø¾ ó 3ùö ã � ò ¾ ¾��à Ý æ à ÷ ó Å
(19)

Here
÷

denotes an identity matrix with dimension corre-
sponding to the number of basis functions employed in the
spatial approximation of the state variables.

Solutions to the system given by (18) can be approximated
in several ways such as finite differences and nonlinear
multiple shooting [17]. The finite difference approach is
employed here where a discretization of the time interval ' . 3)' ã $ with a uniform mesh having stepsize ú ' and points' . 3>' C 3½ûüûüûh3)'Pýþ�Z' ã is used. The approximate values of õ at
these times are denoted by õ . 3üû½ûüûÙ3 õ ý . A central difference
approximation of the temporal derivative then yields the
system

�ú '  õüÿ�� C � õüÿ $7� �â  ³��(' ÿ 3 õüÿ ����³��
' ÿ�� C 3 õüÿ�� C �z$ö . õ . �  ß . 3>¾�$ Ýö ã õ ýZ�  ¾ 34¾I$ (20)

for
� ��¾ 3½ûüûüûÙ3 ° �î�

.
Equation (20) can be expressed as the problem of findingõ�� �  õ . 3½ûüûüûh3 õ ý¶$ to which solves�\� õ�� ����¾¶Å (21)

Equation (21) includes the optimality system at each time
step along with the boundary conditions. Details are given
in [15].

A quasi-Newton iteration of the formõ�� � C� � õ �� ��= �� 3 (22)

where
= �� solves �
	9� õ �� �z= �� �í���\� õ �� �^3 (23)

is then used to approximate the solution to the nonlinear
system given by (21). The Jacobian

� 	 � õ �� � has the form

�
	9� õ�� �-�
�
�

� . ì .� CøìwC
. . . . . . � ý / C ì�ý / Cö . ö ã

���������
� (24)

where

��� � � �ú ' òô÷ ¾¾ ÷ ó � �â ò  ¹¹�� ×j Ø��� $��àwÝ ë à �  Ý ó
for
� �

. The representation for
ì �

is similar.
Inversion of the Jacobian is not feasible when a large num-

ber of basis functions are required to descritize the structural
model. In the one-dimensional rod model, this is typically
not an issue, although to reduce potential numerical errors
in inverting the Jacobian, an analytic LU decomposition is
employed. The form of the equation is identical to that
used in a previous investigation [15]. This gives rise to the
following representation of the Jacobian��	9� õ �� �-��¿��NÅ (25)

The solution of the system (23) is then obtained through
direct solution of the lower triangular system

¿�� �� �í����� õ �� �
followed by direct solution of the upper triangular system��= �� ��� �� .



1) Nonlinear Simulation Results: The nonlinear optimal
tracking control provides enhanced control when nonlinear-
ities and hysteresis are present. This is first demonstrated
by prescribing a reference signal that induces nonlinear and
hysteretic constitutive behavior. The actuator nonlinearities
are fully compensated using the nonlinear optimal control
method as shown in Figure 4.

It should be noted that this analysis has only considered
open loop nonlinear control which raises questions regarding
robustness to external disturbances and variations in the
constitutive model. This issue is addressed by incorporating
perturbation feedback in the nonlinear control design to
compensate for potential operating uncertainties.

B. Perturbation Control

In the previous section, nonlinear open loop control
was shown to provide excellent tracking behavior when
nonlinearities in the constitutive behavior are present. The
homogenized energy model was used to estimate the non-
linear, hysteretic field-coupled material behavior typically
observed in these type materials. However, any unmodeled
dynamics are a source of operating uncertainty which can be
detrimental to robust tracking control. Additionally, external
disturbances or slight delays in the electronics used to apply
the control input can degrade tracking performance. These
issues are addressed by implementing perturbation feedback
around the optimal open loop trajectory computed in the
preceding section.

Perturbation control is implemented using proportional-
integral (PI) feedback; however the control can also be
developed using optimal control theory [16]. PI control is
chosen here for future experimental implementation. De-
tails describing the general method for optimal perturbation
feedback are given in [13], [14]. The effectiveness of this
approach is illustrated by assuming variations between the
constutitive model and the magnetic transducer material
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Fig. 4. TRACKING CONTROL RESPONSE USING NONLINEAR
CONTROL DESIGN. THE CONTROLLED RESPONSE ( ) AND THE
ERROR BETWEEN THE REFERENCE SIGNAL AND CONTROLLED
RESPONSE ( ) IS SHOWN.

behavior.
The constraint given by (10) is used to determine the per-

turbation feedback control by defining first order variations
in the states and input operator. In the perturbed system of
equations, the nonlinear input operator

× �
Ø7�
is linearized

around the optimal input
Ø � �(')�

to obtain the linear system�o_± �(')���  � ± �
')��� × �lØc�(')�h��IÚ��(')�� ß �(')���Zàw� ± �
')�� ± �"¾A��� �± . (26)

where
�lØ

,
� ± and

� ß are first-order variations about
Ø!�

, ± �
and ß � . The perturbation in disturbances is denoted by

�IÚ��
')�
.

following classic PI control, the perturbation control input
�lØ

is defined by�lØc�(')�-�í�#"%$cD&�(')�c�&" �(' ç. D&�(')�P@A'EÅ (27)

1) Numerical Results: Perturbation Control: Robustness
to operating uncertainties is illustrated by incorporating slight
variations in the homogenized energy model to estimate
potential modeling errors that may occur during experimental
implementation. The slight variation in the constutitve model
was done by setting

B��Ë¾ Å ) â
and W �í� â Å * kA/m in Table I

while holding all other parameters constant. The magnetic
field input versus transducer rod displacement for the new set
of model parameters is compared to the model parameters
used to determine

Ø � �(')�
. A comparison of the constitutve

response for the two sets of model parameters is given in
Figure 5.

The open loop control with no perturbation feedback is
illustrated in Figure 6. The variations in the constitutive law
illustrate degradation in precision tracking. This is improved
by incorporating the PI perturbation feedback around the
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Fig. 5. VARIATION IN THE CONSTITUTIVE RESPONSE USED
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optimal open loop system as illustrated in Figure 7. In this
latter case, excellent displacement tracking is achieved.

The nonlinear control design has demonstrated significant
performance enhancements; however a comparison to clas-
sic PI control is used to benchmark the current approach.
For comparison to the optimal nonlinear control design, PI
control is simulated by setting

Ø � �(')��� ¾
. The total control

input is then defined by
Øc�(')�Ã�í�lØc�(')�

as specified by (27).
Tracking performance using classic PI control is illustrated
in Figure 8 using the same proportional and integral control
gains used in the perturbation control simulation illustrated
in Figure 7. The maximum error is approximately three
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orders of magnitude larger in this case. Further reduction
in the error can be achieved by increasing the control gains,
however this raises questions regarding stability particularly
at higher frequencies where filters may not be able to
suppress undesirable noise in the feedback loop. Thus, the
hybrid nonlinear control design provides improvements in
robustness and performance by reducing the amount of
feedback necsseary to achieve a desired specification.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A nonlinear optimal control design was developed and
numerically validated for a magnetic transducer. Constitutive
nonlinearities typical for a magnetostrictive Terfenol-D rod
were modeled using a homogenized energy framework. The
nonlinear controller was constructed using an open loop
control input computed off-line using the homogenized en-
ergy model and real-time feedback of perturbations around
the optimal trajectory using PI control. Based on numerical
simulations, the error was reduced by approximately three
orders of magnitude when tracking a reference signal using
nonlinear optimal control relative to classic PI control. It
was also noted that classic PI control can achieve additional
error reduction; however, the control gains must be increased
significantly. This raises questions regarding stability and
experimental implementation, particularly at higher frequen-
cies, thus illustrating that the nonlinear optimal control
design may provide superior performance enhancements at
higher frequencies.
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